A strong chiral near-field is crucial for the detection of chiral molecules. Active tuning of the chiral near-field can shorten the detection process. In this study, a graphenebased achiral nanoring (GAN) that can actively control chiral near-fields is presented. The GAN is composed of three identical graphene pieces. The handedness and strength of the chiral near-fields can be actively controlled by adjusting the Fermi levels of these three graphene pieces. The optical chirality of the GAN near-field is 500 times that of circularly polarized light. In addition, the GAN enhances the chiral response of the chiral material by a factor of 250. This work provides opportunities for the ultrasensitive detection and location of molecules through the active control of chiral near-fields. 
Introduction
Chirality is a characteristic exhibited by molecules with non-superimposable mirror images [1] . The two mirror images, which are described as having opposite chirality, are called enantiomers. Chiral molecules are of great importance in nature [2, 3] . Chiral response, such as circular dichroism, is an optical property of chiral structures that causes them to interact differently with left circularly polarized (LCP, + ) light and right circularly polarized (RCP, −) light. This dissimilar response is commonly used for their detection [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Given that the dimensions of the chiral molecules are smaller than the helical pitch of circularly polarized (CP) light, their intrinsic chiral response is weak [3] .
Surface plasmon resonance is the oscillation of free electrons in metals that couple with an electromagnetic field, which can give rise to strong signal enhancement [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] and highquality plasmonic sensing [16, 17] . Plasmonic enhancement of the chiral response of chiral molecules can occur in two ways: via induction of a chiral response in achiral plasmonic nanostructures [8] [9] [10] [11] or by the use of chiral near-fields [12-15, 18, 19] . The optical chirality, C, describes the chirality of a chiral near-field and can be written as [18, 19] 
where E and B are the electric and magnetic fields, respectively, and ε 0 and μ 0 represent the vacuum permittivity and permeability, respectively. A simplified Eq. for C can be derived from Eq. (1) as [13] [14] [15] * 0
where ω is their angular frequency. The maximum value of C for a plane wave is obtained from the CP wave as
where + and − denote the LCP and RCP light, respectively, and c is the speed of light in vacuum. Currently, most studies concentrate on greatly enhancing C. However, a system with an external input that controls the chirality for simplifying both enantiomers in the same structure can even further extend the range of its applications in detecting molecules [20] . Graphene is an excellent choice of material for the active control of optical properties because its permittivity functions can be tailored by external gate voltages [21] [22] [23] [24] . With this advantage, graphene is a promising candidate for the active control of plasmonic structures. Graphene has been recently used for chirality tuning and has exhibited excellent tenability [21, 23, 24] .
In this paper, a graphene-based achiral nanoring (GAN), composed of three graphene pieces, is proposed for use in the active control of chiral near-fields. The optical chirality of the GAN near-field is simulated using the finite-element method and is shown to be enhanced by a factor of 500 compared with that of the CP wave. The handedness of the chiral near-field of the GAN can be controlled by tuning its Fermi levels. In addition, the chiral response of the material is enhanced by two orders of magnitude in the presence of the GAN. This result provides opportunities for the active control of optical chirality, which can lead to the ultrasensitive probing and localization of chiral molecules.
Computational method and structure
The finite element method (FEM) software COMSOL Multiphysics is used to perform the simulation. The surface conductivity of graphene is derived with the local random phase approximation [25] , which is a function of the frequency of incident light
where e, ħ, k B , and E F represent the electron charge, reduced Planck constant, Boltzmann constant and Fermi energy, respectively. The carrier relaxation is
velocity, and μ is the measured DC mobility, μ = 10,000 cm 2 /V·s. In this study, Eq. (4) is simulated at T = 300 K, and k B × T refers to temperature energy.
The general constitutive relations for chiral material can be written as
here H denotes magnetic field strength, while D is the electric displacement; c is the speed of light in vacuum. The dimensionless parameters involved here are the relative electric permittivity ε, the relative electric permeability μ. Importantly, the Pasteur parameter κ denotes the chirality index of chiral material which describe the cross-coupling between electric and magnetic. Different handedness of the chiral medium results in opposite sign of κ. When accounting for CP wave, the refractive indices of chiral medium are calculated by the following Eq.
, n
where + and − represent RCP and LCP wave, respectively. For the simulation in this paper, the parameters of chiral medium is taken from Ref. 15 , which are ε = 1 + 0.01i, μ = 1 and κ = ± 0.001i. Note that this material is an artificial material aim to analysis the enhancement of GANs, which cannot describe a realistic material. The optical chirality calculated was normalized by the optical chirality of the CP wave
where Ĉ denotes the enhancement compared with the maximum values obtained for planewave illumination and the sign of Ĉ represents the handedness of the chiral near-fields. The GAN is a periodic nanostructure with a fixed period of 150 nm both in the x-and y-directions, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . It is composed of three graphene pieces arranged in C 3 symmetry. The thickness of the graphene layer is 0.5 nm. The GAN is immersed in a chiral medium with a fixed thickness of 130 nm. The parameters of the GAN are shown in Fig. 1(b) . The outer radius and inner radius of the GAN are 40 and 30 nm, respectively. The distance between the graphene pieces is 5 nm. The linearly polarized wave is of normal incidence with respect to the GAN, that is, along the z-axis, and the polarization direction is along the y-axis. Each graphene piece is set with Fermi energies of V b1 , V b2 , and V b3 , as shown in Fig. 1(c) . The handedness of the chiral near-fields is tuned by altering the bias voltage of V b1 , V b2 , and V b3 . The right-handed chiral near-field (RCF) is defined to occur when V b1 <V b2 <V b3 , and the lefthanded chiral near-field (LCF) when V b1 >V b2 >V b3 . The transmission, T, is defined to be P out /P in , which is the ratio of output power to incident power. The optical properties of a GAN with parameters V b1 = 0.4 eV, V b2 = 0.5 eV, V b3 = 0.6 eV (RCF) and V b1 = 0.6 eV, V b2 = 0.5 eV, V b3 = 0.4 eV (LCF) were studied. Figure 2(a) shows the GAN transmission spectra. The GAN under both RCF and LCF has the same resonance dip at approximately 8.6 µm. However, the near-field properties are obviously different in the two cases. The charge distribution of the GAN is composed of three dipoles, as shown in Fig.  2(b) . The strongest dipole is mainly distributed at the graphene piece with the largest Fermi level, indicating that the resonance is mainly at this graphene piece. Figure 2(c) shows the electric-field enhancement with respect to the incident field. The strongest enhancement, by a factor of approximately 300, comes from the graphene piece with the largest Fermi level. The strongest enhancement of the magnetic field is distributed in the middle of this graphene piece, as shown in Fig. 2(d) .
Results and discussion
The chiral near-fields were also studied, as shown in Fig. (3) . Figure 3 (a) shows a schematic for GAN excitation and Fig. 3(b) shows the chiral near-fields at different positions. The chiral near-fields of the GAN depend on the way the Fermi level of the graphene piece is set, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . When the order (ascending vs. descending) of Vb1, V b2 , and V b3 is reversed, the handedness of the chiral near-field is also reversed, as indicated by the red and blue dashed circles. This reversal is crucial for the detection of chiral molecules. The optical chirality is 300 times larger than for CP light. The third row of Fig. 3 shows the chiral nearfields difference distribution of GAN with different handedness. It can be clearly seen that, except for the area outlined by the black circle, the area along the outer side of the GAN also possesses a strong field. Therefore, a large enhancement is expected. Another crucial phenomenon that should receive close attention is that the greatest enhancement occurs neither in the region with the strongest electric field nor in the region with the strongest magnetic field. According to Eq. (2), the value of Ĉ is influenced by two aspects of the electric and magnetic fields: strength and direction. Therefore, Ĉ is maximized when a strong electric field is coupled with a strong magnetic field in a small area. To substantiate the chiral enhancement caused by the GANs, the transmission of both enantiomers of the chiral medium around the GANs was studied, as shown in Fig. 4(a) . The transmission dip of the two enantiomers is distributed around the response of the achiral racemic mixture (κ = 0). To provide further insight, the integral of the optical chirality of the GANs is also depicted in Fig. 4(b) . The optical chirality spectrum of the left-handed chiral near-field exhibits a peak at approximately 8.6 µm, which is the position of the transmission dip. As expected, the spectrum of the right-handed chiral near-field shows a dip that is symmetrical to that of the left-handed one. 
An enhancement factor of approximately 150 was observed when using the chiral near-field generated by the GANs, which is higher than in previous studies [13] . The enhancement factors for both enantiomers of the chiral medium were almost identical. It should be noted that the enhancement factors were not obviously affected by the substrate. Moreover, as the nanogaps formed by the GAN, the near-field distributions are different for each other, which may suggest distinct sensing response for molecule detection. That is, spatially selective sensing may be obtained in this platform. To tune the optical chirality we change the Fermi energy of graphene piece with the largest Fermi energy. Figure 5(a) shows the chiral near-fields distribution with the increasing of V b1 from 0.6 eV to 0.8 eV at a step of 0.05 eV in LCF, from which we can observe that with the increasing of V b1 , the LCF enhancement increased significantly from approximately 300 to 500 times. Figure 5(b) shows the integral of C with increasing of Fermi energy. For RCF, with the increasing of V b3 from 0.6 eV to 0.8 eV at a step of 0.05 eV, the maximum of optical chirality blue shifted from 8.6 μm to 7.6 μm. Moreover, the strength of C is increasing with the increase of V b3 . The optical chirality spectra are perfectly symmetry with each other for LCF and RCF. As a result, the enhance factor increasing from 150 times to 250 times with the increasing of V b3 and V b1 from 0.6 eV to 0.8 eV [ Fig. 5(c) ].
Conclusion
A GAN structure is proposed in which the handedness and strength of the optical chirality of the near field are actively controlled by tuning its Fermi levels. Strong optical chirality enhancement (by a factor of approximately 500) and chiral signal enhancement (by a factor of approximately 250) were obtained using the GAN. By properly tuning the shape of the graphene piece and the Fermi levels, a large continuous volume of the chiral near-field can be obtained. Given their ability to control the handedness of the chiral near-field, GANs may form the basis for plasmonic devices, which will be promising in the active detection of chiral molecules.
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